Windows

YOUR VISION REALIZED…

ENVIRONMENT

CAOBA DOORS IS SMARTWOOD CERTIFIED
(SW COC 073)
For over 2 decades Caoba Doors has led the market in promoting the environmental and sustainable use of wood. We are
committed to using lumber harvested in a sustainable fashion and abide by the guidelines of the Forest Stewardship Council
when called upon to produce certified products. Furthermore our construction methods take into account the value of the
raw materials as we utilize the resources to their fullest.

LIMITED WARRANTY OVER VIEW
Caoba Doors warrants, to the original consumer, subject to the conditions and restrictions contained in our limited warranty, that the quality, workmanship and materials
of the sash and frames shall meet or exceed industry standards to be free of defects which might render the product unserviceable for a period of five (5) years on wood
, ten (10) years on glass and two (2) years on finish This refers specifically to the structural integrity of the window, and provides against warp, twist, cup or bow in excess
of ¼" across the plane of the sash. Certain natural occurring characteristics of wood and wood grain are not considered defects.
The customer is responsible to properly maintain the finish of all products against moisture, dryness and dirt and grime buildup. Suggested maintenance schedules are
available on our website however specific location and climate are the major factor to determine proper and warrantable upkeep.
This warranty applies to our standard size windows only. Standard size is defined as operating-3 feet or less in width and 6 feet or less in height. A warranty for nonstandard
size windows is available on job by job bases.
Please visit our website to review complete warranty as it relates to Glass, Finish and Service. While on our website please also see our complete maintenance manual which
will help to guarantee years and years of performance and beauty.

Your Local Dealer:

MIAMI DADE NOA
& FBC HVHZ
IMPACT CERTIFIED

ALL SIZES, ALL WOOD SPECIES, ALL HARDWARE OPTIONS, ALL FINISHES
That's Design Dictated Manufacturing®

SALES & CUSTOMER SERVICE
Caoba Doors offers many door styles
and sizes that meet or exceed the
Miami Dade and Florida Building Code
hurricane impact requirements.

Email: Sales@CAOBAdoors.com
TEL: 407.792.2635 I 661.745.0310 I 215.525.5048
FAX: 215.747.8908

CAOBA DOORS FACTORY ANTIGUA GUATEMALA
CAOBA DOORS US OFFICE
PO BOX 19830, Philadelphia, PA 19143
INTERNATIONAL: 011.502.7831.1390 I FAX: 215.747.8908

Please see your dealer for more details

www.CAOBAdoors.com

ARCHITECTURAL WINDOWS & WALL SYSTEMS

www.CAOBAdoors.com

MEDIUM OAK

LITE OAK

MAHOGANY

MEDIUM
MAHOGANY

TRADITIONAL
STA. FE CEDAR
HEAVY DISTRESSED

ANTIQUE CEDAR
WIRE BRUSHED

TRADITIONAL
HACIENDA CEDAR
LITE DISTRESSED

SIERRA BROWN
ALDER
HEAVY DISTRESSED

COLONIAL
ANTIQUE ALDER
WIRE BRUSHED

Radius Vista View Systems

Vista View Wall System (Flush Track Application)

VISTA VIEW WALL SYSTEMS

TUSCAN ALDER
LITE DISTRESSED

COLONIAL
ANTIQUE OAK
WIRE BRUSHED
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SIERRA BROWN OAK
HEAVY DISTRESSED

CORNER LOCKING UNIT

STRAIGHT UNIT

RADIUS UNIT

Caoba Doors, for many
years, has been an
innovator with our Vista
View Wall Systems. We have
lead the Bi-folding Wall
System market by building
only the highest quality
doors and combining them
with the finest hardware in
the World. The Vista View
Door System is the most
exciting way to bring the
outside in. Whether you are
entertaining guests or
simply enjoying the best that
Mother Nature has to offer,
there is no more functional
or elegant way to make a
statement of class. Vista
View Systems can
accommodate openings up
to 48 feet in width and
heights of over 12 feet.
Corner Locking & Impact
applications are available –
Caoba Doors can make …
Your Vision Realized!
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VISTA VIEW

Well into our 3rd
decade, Caoba Doors
continues to thrive as a
premiere manufacturer
of beautifully designed
and constructed
architectural wooden
doors, windows and
millwork. Founded in La
Antigua Guatemala,
Central America,
immersed in a rich
history of wood work,
Caoba Doors has
combined a historical
appreciation of the craft
with the ever changing
demands of design and
engineering.

Vista View Wall System (Flush Track Application)

LIFT & SLIDE

Vista View Window

MAPLE

Wa Syﬆem

DO YOU KNOW WHO WE ARE…

Caoba D

CHERRY

LIFT & SLIDE

VISTA VIEW

Wa Syﬆem

Corner Slider

Pocketing Lift & Slide

Lift & Slide hardware
allows even the largest
panels to be moved with
the touch of a finger.
The panels ride smoothly
and efficiently within
their tracks. Low rise &
flush mount track
configurations are
available.
Screening Options are
available for both the
Vista View and Lift &
Slide Wall Systems. Both
Units can be automated
or operated manually.
Lift and Slide Systems
utilize an interlock
system that allow the
doors to nest in the
closed position.
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FRENCH CASEMENT (Arch Top)

Caoba Doors manufactures almost every type of
window, from Casement to Double Hung, Pivot to
Slider, Tilt & Turn to Awning. Our engineering
department is experienced with all window shapes
including arches, segment heads and concave/
convex units.

QUALITY CONSTRUCTION

Large Panel Lift & Slide System (Stacking)

Pocketing Corner Slider

LIFT & SLIDE STACKING SYSTEM

SINGLE POCKET LIFT & SLIDE SYSTEM

LIFT & SLIDE STACKING SYSTEM W/EXTERIOR SCREENS

DOUBLE POCKET LIFT & SLIDE SYSTEM
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Arch Casements

FRENCH CASEMENT

FRENCH CASEMENT
REMOVABLE SCREEN

INTERIOR
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Arch Casements

French Casement w/Transom

Arch French Casement

French Casement w/Transom

EXTERIOR VIEW

OPERATOR

MULTIPOINT

EXTERIOR

INTERIOR

EXTERIOR

Arch Casements

INTERIOR

Casement w/Hinged Screen

Caoba Doors takes great
pride in using only the
finest hardware and
weather seals from US
and European
manufacturers. Our
operating hardware is
corrosion resistant for
seaside use and our
finish colors will
compliment any color
scheme. Our glass is
from only the finest US
and European
manufactures and we
offer all types of specialty
glass including
laminated, Low-E, and
Bevel, just to name a few.

EXTERIOR
INTERIOR

EXTERIOR
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CASEMENT

Caoba Doors is successful because we are able to
listen to our clients and are willing to provide flexibility
in a world that is often geared toward mass
production. Our Casement windows prove that fact.
Whether it is a French, Crank-out, or Friction Pushout, we specialize in meeting your needs.

Windows

Arch Casements

TDL CASEMENT

Arched Double Hung

DOUBLE HUNG PAIR W/TRANSOM

As a Design Dictated Manufacturer, Caoba Doors
offers limitless options. From Historical Reproductions with Traditional Weight & Chains to
Modern Concealed Pneumatic Balance Systems, we
can satisfy even the most technical of specs.
Concealed Pull down screens are hidden within the
construction as not to detract from the natural
beauty of the window.

Caoba Doors is a
nationally recognized
Historical Reproduction
specialist. From
Commercial to
Residential with a full
compliment of wood
species and glass types,
there is no company
better suited to build
your custom wood
windows. Custom
Finishes and textures are
available to make
… Your Vision Realized!

TDL DOUBLE HUNG W/ARCH TRANSOM
REMOVABLE SCREEN

Double Hung (Commercial Application)

Double Hung (Commercial Application)

EXTERIOR

INTERIOR

INTERIOR

EXTERIOR
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Double Hung Pair

Double Hung (Multi-Light Option)

Double Hung (Historical Reproduction)

Double Hung (Multi-Tenant)

EXTERIOR VIEW
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DOUBLE HUNG

Double Hung (Commercial Application)

Windows

HISTORICAL REPRODUCTION

PRIVACY TRANSOM

Dade and IBC Impact Rated Upon Request

OVAL PIVOT WINDOW
REMOVABLE SCREEN

EXTERIOR

INTERIOR

INTERIOR

As a Design Dictated
Builder, Caoba Doors’
products are made with
only the finest hardware
available. Old World
craftsmanship joined
with 21st Century
technology allows us to
make specialty windows
that meet the most
demanding of design
specifications while
providing the ultimate in
functionality. A
combination window
that has a Tilt & Turn on
one leaf and a swing in
Casement style window
on the other is just one
example of how we can
make
…Your Vision Realized!

EXTERIOR
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Interior Flat lattice Bi-fold w/Arch Transom

Arch French Casement in w/Fixed Sidelites

Arch Casement w/Hinged Screens

Fixed TDL Window

EXTERIOR VIEW
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TILT & TURN / SPECIALTY

Whether it is a commercial or residential project,
a Hopper or an Awning type window, we can build
it all. Caoba Doors specializes in custom, one of a
kind products that are built specifically for your
project. Custom Finishes and textures are available
to make … Your Vision Realized.

Windows

TDL CASEMENT

